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The use of case-based learning environments (CBLEs) is expected to benefit students by guiding them to 
study contextually rich real world situations. However, efficient design approaches are needed to support 
students’ processing of the complex material embedded in a CBLE. In this work we argue that, in 
designing technology-enhanced CBLEs, scripts and narrative can be regarded as effective external 
representations, in that they support learning from multimedia cases by fostering students’ context 
awareness. As an application case, we present the design of e-CASE (Context Awareness Supporting 
Environment), a CBLE supporting instruction in the domain of software project development. 

Keywords Case-based learning; context; scripts; narrative control 

1. Introduction 

Case based learning environments (CBLEs) are expected to enable students to gain significant 
understanding of how various interrelated factors affect the application of knowledge in real world 
situations. However, designing a technology-enhanced CBLE poses always significant questions 
regarding the efficient integration of design features that would support students to optimally process the 
material and reach the best possible learning outcomes. In this work we argue in favour of two such 
design features: scripts and narrative control. The former refers to the design of appropriate external 
representations which guide students’ activities when processing the study material. The latter refers to 
the relationship between the given narrative guidance and the features that support the answer 
construction process. These theoretical considerations have guided the design of e-CASE, a CBLE for 
supporting instruction in the domain of software development. In designing e-CASE our main objective 
is to improve students’ context awareness, which means to support them to better understand and recall 
how various contextual factors may influence the successful knowledge application in real world 
situations. In e-CASE we use scripts to guide students’ processing of the material in ways that are 
expected to enhance their context awareness. Various lines of narrative control are also embedded in the 
design: macro-level narrative (scenarios which engage students in the criss-crossing of the material by 
studying several related case frames) and micro-level narrative (the specific case frames that constitute a 
whole case). 
 In the following we explore the potential for integrating scripts and narrative control in the design of a 
CBLE in order to better support students’ learning. To achieve this we first present a model for context 
(which constitutes the basis for the design of study guiding scripts) and some basic research findings on 
the effect of collaborative scripts and narrative in learning. Subsequently we describe the relative design 
features of e-CASE to demonstrate the practical implications emerging from these considerations.  
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2. Theoretical considerations 

2.1 Context and context awareness 

We describe “context” as the set of all elements of collateral information, which enable people to reason 
meaningfully in relation to the purpose of their activity. “Meaningful” refers to the fact that context-
based reasoning is expected to enhance the reasoner’s understanding of the situation and, therefore, 
support her/his goal accomplishing effort. “Collateral” indicates that contextual information is related to 
the goal of the reasoner’s activity through interrelationships established in a broader network of events, 
ideas and understandings within which the specific activity takes place. Contextual information plays a 
significant role in the problem solving process since it enables solvers to assign priorities in their 
problem solving actions and operations [1]. By successfully assigning priorities to the problem solving 
operations, the reasoner builds an effective course of action to accomplish the goal.  
 According to Kokinov [2], there are at least three mental processes that provide contextual elements in 
a situation: perception, reasoning and memory.  

• Perception-induced context: Contextual elements may be available through perception 
(observation) of the environment. This information may also activate previously used 
representations from the memory.  

• Memory-induced context: Elements which are recalled from memory and previously used 
representations which are reactivated. 

• Reasoning induced context: Representations that are derived from the reasoning process (i.e. 
setting goals, defining strategy, etc.). 

 The model in Fig. 1 graphically depicts the above ideas on context. Perception, memory and reasoning 
are the three context inducing processes and the two-way arrows between them emphasize that these 
three processes interact with each other. 

 
Fig. 1  A model of context highlighting the context inducing processes (perception, memory recall, 
reasoning), the priorities assigning process and the feedback loop. 

 
 Obviously, it is important for instructional design to enhance students’ context awareness, in other 
words to support students in their effort to better understand the context of the situation at hand and any 
specifically applied problem solving procedures. By “context awareness” we refer to learners’ ability to 
(a) acknowledge and understand the role of contextual elements in their problem solving activity, (b) 



consciously activate and get seriously involved in context inducing processes (perception, memory 
recall, reasoning), and (c) successfully assign priorities to problem solving actions. We expect that 
context aware students are in better position to understand the intricacies of real world knowledge 
application and additionally to adapt themselves more quickly and easily to other contexts. Based on the 
above we suggest that students’ context awareness can be supported by guiding them to:  
 (a) Focus on externally perceived contextual clues (perception),  
 (b) Recall and relate relevant internal representations to current experiences (memory), and  
 (c) Make inferences based on contextual information and suggest possible best courses of action to 
cope with the situation at hand (reasoning).  

2.2 Scripts 

External representations in the form of scripts have been used extensively in collaborative learning 
environments to support learners in collaborative argumentative knowledge construction (see for 
example [3]).  Since learners’ spontaneous collaboration in CSCL-environments often appears to be 
suboptimal, instructional support is needed to enable learners to engage in fruitful collaborative learning 
processes. One way of realizing such instructional support is to provide learners with collaboration 
scripts. Through collaboration scripts, learners are supposed to engage in high-level collaboration 
resulting in higher individual learning gains. Thus, collaboration scripts are prescriptions for task-related 
interactions that may be represented in different loci and types of representations. External and internal 
script components may interact, enhancing or hindering collaborative processes and individual learning. 
Research findings so far ([3, 4]) indicate that under certain conditions collaboration scripts can foster the 
elaboration of the relevant domain specific contents. Moreover, scripts can be used to foster the 
acquisition of domain-independent skills (like e.g., argumentation). It also can be argued that by 
implementing constraints and rules in the communication interface, collaboration scripts may reduce 
training time compared to traditional face-to-face collaboration script approaches. 

2.3 Narrative 

In the scientific literature, the term “narrative” is used in a rather intuitive way and with several different 
shades. A basic definition, which captures the essential points of narrative, is due to Bruner [5], who 
claims: “(Narrative is) a unique sequence of events, mental states, happenings involving human beings as 
characters or actors”. If we apply this definition to learning environments (LEs), we can see that it 
includes a wide range of applications. On one side, it applies to single “narrative representations”, that is, 
textual or graphical representations having their content knowledge structured in narrative form; on the 
other side, it can also be seen as embodied in multi-representational environments in the form of 
guidance through the amount of facts presented.  
 Why is narrative so important as concerns LEs? Narrative is recognized as a privileged form of 
thinking, which is present in children from early age [6]. Moreover, the use of narrative seems to have an 
influence on many high-level cognitive abilities, and hence be important for instruction. For instance, 
Luckin et al. [7] point out that narrative is a process involving both recognizing and giving structured 
meanings which can be shared and articulated. Mott et al. [8] argue that it supports memory, by 
providing an organization structure for new experiences and knowledge, and claim that narrative-
centered learning environments are engaging worlds in which students are actively involved in story-
centric problem solving activities.  
 Some research studies report evidence that the different degrees of narrative provided may engender 
different approaches to the way learners tackle assigned tasks. For instance, Luckin et al. [7] show that 
what matters in LEs is not only the narrative embedded in single representations, but also the narrative 
guidance provided to ease navigation and the tools given to support problem solving activity, in 
particular features that support the answer construction process. These authors call the relationship 
among these elements narrative control over the sequence of events and activities. This term refers both 



to the form of presentation of the materials and to the presence of features (e.g., scripts) scaffolding the 
process of understanding and answer formulation. In particular, the presence of such overall narrative 
connecting the different representations and tools offered by LEs is important to help students overcome 
the problems possibly introduced by multi–representational environments, that is: 

• Cognitive overload entailed by the need to make connections and translations among different 
representations; 

• Possibility to get side-tracked by getting too involved in operational aspects and hence miss 
focusing on content knowledge. 

3. Implications for design 

We argue that students’ learning in a CBLE can be enhanced by the use of appropriate external 
representations which guide them to activate context-inducing cognitive processes. The major 
instructional goal should be to enhance learning outcomes (understanding, recall) by improving the 
processing of case material and, thus, fostering students’ context awareness. To this end, scripts and 
narrative control can be regarded as effective external representations for supporting students’ learning 
from multimedia cases. 
 CBLEs are already “narrative-centred” learning environments since students are presented with real 
world “stories” where the role of various contextual issues is highlighted and elaborated. e-CASE 
comprises cases which refer to software development failures. According to the literature there are least 
nine major factors (abandonment factors) which can lead a software development project to failure [9]. e-
CASE was designed so to allow students not to work out a full case study from beginning to end, but 
also focus on a smaller part of a considered case, which correspond to some meaningful, relevant and 
self-contained aspect of it. We call these smaller parts “case frames” and each frame presents the effect 
of a specific abandonment factor in the failure of a development project.  
 In e-CASE students work on “scenarios”. A scenario is a narrative in the form of a personalized “live” 
case (a case which has not yet reached an end and involves students in a personalized plot where they 
have to make decisions) accompanied by “paths”. At the end of each scenario open-ended questions are 
posed to students who are hence supported to reach certain conclusions by getting involved in a decision 
making process. In order to answer scenario questions, students first have to study a prescribed series of 
case frames (“paths”) which come from various cases. This transversal use of cases reminds the 
categorical approach of narrative analysis [10], which highlights the many occurrences of a concept 
through a given narrative or set of narratives. It also has roots in the cognitive flexibility theory 
prescriptions supporting students to criss-cross the material [11]. Hence, in e-CASE design we identify 
three levels of narrative. Learners always study some scenario (macro-level) which constitutes the 
overall narrative but within the scenario they focus on lower levels of narrative such as case-frames 
(micro-level) and paths among them. We connect these granularity levels of the material to the different 
levels of narrative in the environment’s structure, proposed by Luckin et al. [7], that is a macro-level, 
which provides the overall story line, and a micro-level, which includes all the narratives related to the 
various topics addressed. According to these authors, the interaction between the macro-level and micro-
level narratives appears to be a key point towards the effectiveness of learning environments. Scenarios 
and paths belong to the macro-level of narrative, since their construction is the result of a series of 
actions of the students through the environment, taking advantage of the facilities of navigation and 
selection allowed by the environment. As narrative analysis aims to make the meaning of narratives 
emerge, so are scenarios actually a tool to support understanding through problem solving.  
 Although cases and case frames are constituent material of a CBLE, the scenarios and paths are not. 
One can imagine that students could, alternatively, be guided to study certain cases and reach 
conclusions without the support of the personalized narrative that scenarios allow. An interesting 
research question is how and to what extend this narrative feature can support better understanding and 
memory retention of the contextualized information.  



 Scripts are also embedded in the design of e-CASE to help students focus on the context of the 
situation at hand. Supporting students’ context awareness means mainly that they should be guided to (a) 
observe and deliberate on the interpretation of external clues (contextual elements) in the case under 
study, (b) recall memories from relative experiences and (c) infer conclusions for their performance. 
When students work on case-frames, scripts are presented to them which require that the students: (a) 
observe and identify concrete events which imply possible problems during the problem solving process 
(software project development), (b) recall other instances where similar development problems were 
encountered, and (c) reason out some useful implications for the problem solving process. We consider 
this representation as a “script”, because it constitutes a guiding framework for ordering in time the tasks 
to be accomplish by the learner, calling for attention first on contextual elements which can (and should) 
be taken into account, second on those that can be retrieved from memory, and finally (taking into 
account the outcome of the two previous tasks) those that can be produced by reasoning.  

4. Conclusions 

We argue that learning from multimedia cases has a high potential and that embedding scripts and 
narrative as design characteristics could facilitate deeper processing and elaboration of case material 
supporting learners to avoid the frequently observed superficial and purely performance-oriented way of 
processing the multimedia cases. Moreover, if both narrative control and scripts influence the learning 
from multimedia cases in a positive way, then it is also likely that they interact. This, we believe, would 
open a highly interesting research field on the instructional design of case-based multimedia learning 
environments. 
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